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jAoCe OPI OMNS 

 
 
mresentW gK tileyI Chairman 
   BK ayerI hK tatsonI oK qurnerI bK aisirgilio 
 
AbsentW gK cinniganI AK doetz 
 
Also mresentW iK eershey Conservation Agent  
 
Conservation Agent report given to members 
 
qhis meeting is televisedK cor additional information please log into walpolemedia.tv 
 
ClkTfkrba mrBifC ebAofkd 
klTfCb lc fkTbkT 
olpCljjlk prBafsfpflk 
abm# PNR-NMV4 
 
jrK tiley read the advertisement into the recordK qhis eearing was opened lctober N4I OMNR and has 
been continued several timesK 
 
jrK gohn dlossaI dlossa bngineering was present representing the applicantsI po ff sentures owners 
jichael siano and pean jcbnteeK jrK qom iiddy of iucas bnvironmental was also present 
 
kew plans were presented dated PLOPLNS and given to the board  
 
jrK iiddy provided documents with comments to the revisions dated PLOPLNS for the recordK 
 
jrK dlossa went over the revised plans with the commission and provided details added regarding the 
easementK ee stated they have also added an additional ORftK to the original noJdisturb area so there is 
RMftK noJdisturbance surrounding the vernal pool as added protectionK ee identified on the plan the 
easement area specified for maintenance of the infiltration basinK jrK dlossa stated there is an additional 
change which will be made to the plan involving the culvertsK lriginally they showed five culverts which 
were going to be constructedK fn discussion with the contractorI the applicant was told of the cost which 
was approximately between ATR and AVRIMMM apieceK jrK dlossa stated they revisited the crossings again 
and felt the two culverts which were on the sides were lining up with the bankLisland area and were not 
going to be lined up correctlyK ee stated they moved the culverts over 8 ftK and that will workI so they are 
back to having only three culverts which will be spaced differentlyK ee stated the middle culvert will be 
placed over the main channelI and the others spaced out 8 ftK jrK dlossa reiterated a large change is 
moving the berm in order for the bottom of the berm to be RM ftK away from wetlands within the proximity 
of the vernal poolK ee stated the area would pond in a NMM yrK storm but the berm will allow it to flow at 
the same rateK ee also showed an additional buffer on the planK jrK dlossa stated that jsK eershey 
pointed out they need to keep the contractors out of specific areas so orange construction fence will be in 
placeK 
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jsK eershey stated most of the comments in her report were addressed by jrK dlossaK phe stated the plan 
sheets with digi’s tay need to be a larger scale and the siltation line needs to be shownK phe asked if the 
grades are shown on the plan of the replication areaK jsK eershey also stated the replication plan should 
include the abm wetland replication guidelineK jsK eershey would like to see it all on a good planK phe 
also stated the location of the culverts need to best mimic the natural flow pattern in the wetlands so it is 
not funneling into one areaK phe has no objection to reducing the number to three culverts if they are 
positioned correctlyK 
 
jrK dlossa stated the replication grades were shown on an earlier plan and he will make sure they go onK 
ee also stated as far as the culvertsI they looked at the upstream and downstream sides and it lines up 
really wellK 
 
jsK eershey stated there needs to be more information for the construction sequencingK phe stated there 
needs to be a temporary stormwater plan and detail on how the replication area will be constructed and it 
should occur near or at the same time as the crossingK jsK eershey discussed at the last meeting the 
commission made it clear about this crossing coming from llmsted to ooscommonI but there needs to be 
more discussion about digi’s tay Bridge crossingK phe stated there will be no wetlands alteration at the 
bridge crossingK 
 
jrK dlossa stated the wetlands will be crossed with the use of abutments on either sideK mlanks will be put 
down and there will be no alterationK ee stated the water and gas lines will go there and will be 
directionally drilled 
 
js. eershey asked if the utilities are going along the roadway and jrK dlossa stated they will be 
 
jsK tatson discussed the plantings in the replication areaK phe stated there is no language regarding the 
removal of burlap and proper planting procedures which are important 
 
jrK aisirgilio stated he has no problems with the culvert change and the spacing 
 
jrK qurner stated they need to replication with original soils and that is importantK 
 
jsK ayer asked jrK dlossa to show on the plan the location in the lpen ppace area where the equestrian 
trail is going in 
 
jrK tiley asked the gas line be shown on the planK ee asked about the sewer line 
 
jrK dlossa stated grinder pumps will be used and they are not going near the crossing of the korth ptK 
wetlandK 
 
jrK tiley asked as far as the culverts goI have they reviewed the area for critters to cross? qhe height is 
shown at O ftK and there is 4S ftK of lateral distanceK ee questioned if there is the correct ratio and enough 
of an open area for themK 
 
jrK dlossa said they are just shy of the amount neededK 
 
jrK iiddy stated the height would need to be over 4 ftK and because of the water line they aren’t able to 
meet the ratioK qo get the water line above the culvert and below the frost line it couldn’t be maintained 
and a bridge would need to go inK qhey can’t meet the open ratio 
 
jrK tiley asked if it’s possible could it be done on one side to at least expand the opening 
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jrK iiddy stated it is an engineering issue 
 
jrK dlossa stated if it is a project killer he can go to the tater aeptK and check with oick jatson to 
discuss and see if it can be doneK 
 
jrK iiddy stated they can tryK ft is the height that is the problem and it is the discretion of the 
commissionK 
 
jrK tiley is concerned with the two ftK height and lateral length for the critter standpointK ft wouldn’t 
have to be all three culvertsK 
 
jrK iiddy stated they can look at the center culvert 
 
jrK tiley asked if there was field identification for the utility easements as they will require maintenance 
from the eomeowner AssociationK thoever is responsible will need to know what area they need to 
maintainK 
 
jrK dlossa stated they can put in some boundsI and mainly the area is the berm itself as well as inlets and 
outletsK 
 
jrK tiley stated it needs to be identifiableK 
 
jrK tiley asked for questions and concerns from the audience 
 
jrK goe jorasci asked if the submission from jrK iiddyI iucas bnvironmental be read 
 
jsK eershey read the letter into the record 
 
jrK jorasci asked when any changes and additions not reviewed tonight will be available for reviewK 
 
jrK dlossa stated the middle of next weekK 
 
jrK tiley stated the revisions need to come in at least a week before the next meetingK ko later than 
April Sth 
 
jrK jorasci stated he is interested in knowing about the lpen ppace bquestrian area and a more precise 
definition of its use and the conservation commission’s interest in itK 
 
A discussion took place regarding the Conservation oestrictionK 
 
jsK ayer stated everyone is reading fine print regarding what one can do with a CoK phe asked what the 
spirit of this is; is it a way to cluster housing and was anyone thinking it was a commercial site 
 
jrK siano stated there is a provision that lpen ppace can have limited uses and one is bquestrianK ft is 
not a commercial facilityI there will be boarding of up to R horses and that is the extent of the commercial 
part of itK ft is not inconsistent with the Bylaw and is consistent of the area involvedK 
 
A discussion regarding trail maintenanceI bquestrian and paddock use took place 
 
jsK eershey stated she has reached out to qown Counsel regarding questions and concerns of the 
commissioners in regards to the Conservation oestriction and is waiting to hearK phe has also reviewed 
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the Co handbook and spoken with the applicantK qhe Co needs to be submitted to the ptateI and meet 
jdiK qhe draft has to go to Conservation pervicesI so there is a process to thisK 
 
js. ayer made the motion to continue the mublic hearing until April NPI OMNS at UWMM p.m. 
jr. aisirgilio seconded the motion 
soteW R-M-M 
 
mrBifC ebAofkd  
klTfCb lc fkTbkT 
ilT U lijpTba ik. 
abm# PNR-NNM4 
 
lpenedW UWMU 
 
jrK tiley read adK Certificates of mailing received for both iots 8 and V llmsted iane 
 
jrK tiley read board comments into the record 
 
jrK gohn dlossaI dlossa bngineering was present representing the owner and applicant jaryAnn jarr 
 
mlans were presented entitled “kotice of fntent iot 8 llmsted bstates mlan of iand in talpole jA” 
 
jrK dlossa stated this filing is for the construction of a single family houseK tetlands are located to the 
left and rear of the proposed house with a garage on the left with a side entryK qhe house will have a 
connection to qown pewer and taterK jrK dlossa stated the plan shows a system for roof infiltrationI but 
he doesn’t put in the design until they determine where the spouts are going to be locatedK qhe ORft no 
disturb area is demarked with plaquesI but the limit of work is even smallerK jrK dlossa stated the 
applicant is considering putting in a pool at some point in timeK qhe house will be at the existing grade 
with a walk out elevation of basementI and the front yard fill will match the grade of the existing street 
 
jsK eershey stated due to the location of the vernal pool she would like to see the noJalteration plaques 
extended to RM ftK from wetland flags #SAJPMI flag SAJPP and flag SAJPS for greater protection to the 
vernal poolK qhere will be less yard this way but more protection to the vernal poolK jsK eershey 
discussed the retaining wall and how it would be constructedK phe stated that driveway drainage needs to 
be directed away from the wetlands due to concerns of oils etcK 
 
jrK dlossa stated there will be a 4ftK retaining wallK ee stated he can put in a stone infiltration trench to 
help with drainage from the driveway 
 
jsK eershey asked about the foundation drain show on the plan and whether it will be on an outside wall 
for groundwaterK phe stated riprap should be placed at the end of the foundation drain 
 
jrK dlossa stated he does not feel the drain is necessary but will never do a plan without a foundation 
drain shown on itK ee stated he can add detail so it shows on the outside wall of the basement 
 
jrK aisirgilio asked the distance from the edge of the driveway to the ORftK 
 
jrK dlossa stated it is NN ftK to the ORftK no disturbK ee will make sure the driveway pitches so it will be 
like a swale away from the wetlands  
 
jrK aisirgilio asked if there should be just plaques or fencing as wellK  
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jrK dlossa stated he will add fencing and stairs to lead away from the ORftK 
 
jrK qurner discussed infiltration 
 
jrK tiley asked for questions or comments from the audience 
 
js. ayer made the motion to close the mublic eearing 
jr. aisirgilio seconded the motion 
soteW R-M-M 
ClosedW UWOP 
 
A revised plan shall be submittedK oip rap will be shown on the plan at the end of the outlet pipesI the 
wetland flag shall be moved to the RMftKI erosion controls shall be installed at front of the lot until stableI 
fencing and stairs will be constructed near the drivewayK 
 
js. ayer made the motion to approve and issue an lrder of Conditions with special conditions 
jr. aisirgilio seconded the motion 
soteW R-M-M 
 
mrBifC ebAofkd 
klTfCb lc fkTbkT 
ilT V lijpTba ik 
abm# PNR-NNMR 
 
lpenedW UWOS 
 
jrK tiley read the advertisement from the talpole qimesK Certificates of jailing are in the file for iot 8 
llmsted iane Eabm# PNRJNNM4FI as they were sent to abutters together 
 
jrK tiley read board comments into the record  
 
mlans were submitted entitled “kotice of fntent iot V llmsted bstates mlan of iand in talpole jA” 
dated OLNVLNS 
 
jrK gohn dlossaI dlossa bngineering was present representing the applicant aale and iisa llmsted who 
were also presentK jrK dlossa stated that iot V is one of the larger lots that is approximately R acres 
coming off bmerald inK qhe property abuts houses on cisher ptK tetlands are found to the west of the 
propertyK qhis filing is for the proposed house with a walkout on the left sideI and driveway with a side 
entry garageK qhe back of the house slopes down to the wetlandsK jrK dlossa stated it will be served by 
qown pewer and taterI downspouts have been shown on the plan to handle ½ inch of rainK qhe position 
of the downspouts will be worked out with the contractorK jrK dlossa has addressed the qown bngineer’s 
comments and stated a ripJrap stone area will be at both ends of the pipe that extends under the driveway 
for erosion control purposesK A meter pit will be shown on the plan per the qown bngineer comments as 
wellK jrK dlossa stated that no disturb plaques are along the wetland line showing the limit of workK 
 
jsK eershey asked about aetention Basin #OK phe stated it is under the llmsted bstates lrder of 
Conditions; the responsibility of construction and maintaining this was with the owner of llmsted 
bstatesK pince the property has been sold to aale and iisa llmstedI the commission should get a letter 
from po ff sentures stating they are taking care of the basin until the roadway is completeK 
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jrK dlossa stated the qown of talpole is holding the BondK qhey are responsible until the qown 
bngineer releases the bondK 
 
jsK eershey stated it is one of the requirements from abmI so please submit the letterK jsK eershey 
stated the erosion control should be extended showing the limit of work proposedK phe also stated the 
ORftK no disturb is a minimum requirement and should be approved prior to approving the plaques location 
to see if there should be more of a noJalteration areaK jsK eershey asked why there is the need for a 
foundation drainI and its location 
 
jrK dlossa stated they can remove the plaques and continue erosion controls as is and label it the limit of 
workK qhe commission can put in the lrder that any other work within the NMM ftK will have to come backK  
jrK dlossa stated he always shows a foundation drain on plans but the house is built on top of the ground 
and he is unsure if the foundation drain will even be builtK 
 
jsK tatson stated her concern that the driveway’s location is close to the wetland area and the detention 
basinK 
 
jrK dlossa stated he can do the same thing shown on the previous plan and put a stone trench inK 
 
jsK tatson asked if the house could be flipped and jrK dlossa stated there would be more alterations 
necessary 
 
jrK aisirgilio asked if the driveway could be moved more to the bast 
 
jrK dlossa stated it could be moved over NM ftK with no problem 
 
jrK qurner stated he feels moving the driveway is a good idea 
 
jrK tiley asked why the gas lines are not shown 
 
jrK dlossa stated for now they will most likely use propane and eventually das will come but not nowK 
ee stated that Columbia das may allow a dry line be put in as a possibilityK ee can show it on the plan 
 
jrK tiley stated it would avoid having to file an amendment later on 
 
jrK tiley asked for questions or comments from the audience 
 
js. ayer made the motion to close the mublic eearing 
js. tatson seconded the motion 
soteW R-M-M 
ClosedW UW4V 
 
qhe commission discussed special conditionsK A revised plan will be submitted prior to issuance 
 
js. ayer made the motion to approve and issue an lrder of Conditions with special conditions  
jr. aisirgilio seconded the motion 
soteW R-M-M 
 
ClkT. mrBifC ebAofkd 
klTfCb lc fkTbkT 
prjjbo pT. #POT EBlvabk bpTATbpF 
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abm# PNR-NMVV 
 
jrK tiley read the advertisement from the talpole qimesK qhis hearing was opened ganuary OTI OMNS 
and has been continued twiceK 
 
jrK oob qruaxI dij bngineering was present along with applicant iou metrozzie  
 
oevised plans were submitted dated PLOOLNSK jrK qruax presented the plans and stated the changes 
include the relocation of the sewer line and moving house lot O over OMJOR ftK which will pull it away 
from wetlandsK qhe entrance has been slid over to the abutting property which is now included in the 
subdivisionK qhere are no other changes; the drainage basin and catch basin stays the sameK jrK qruax 
stated at the last meeting the benefit of the small isolated wetland was discussedK ee introduced maul 
jcjanus from bcoqech to discuss his findingsK 
 
jsK eershey stated that filling in the wetland was not part of this kotice of fntentK phe stated the 
commission needs to decide if they want to take in testimony tonight or notI as a revised kotice of fntent 
is necessary and needs to go to abmK Additional fees are also requiredK 
 
jrK qruax stated they would just like to talk about it tonight and see if it is something the board would 
even entertainK ko decisions have been made about going forward with this ideaK jrK doetz had asked the 
commission to look at the isolated wetland in question and tell us it this is feasible so jrK qruax stated it’s 
important to let jrK jcjanus speakK 
 
jrK tiley asked what the feeling of the commission isK ee asked the applicant why they want to do this 
 
jrK iou metrozzie stated the commission had concerns about specific lots and they felt this is something 
to make a better developmentK ee stated they would create a wetland better than there is presentlyK 
 
jsK eershey stated this is not a limited projectK qhe original proposal was to widen the driveway to a 
roadwayK phe stated there is access to the upland portion of the property without moving the roadK qhe 
applicant needs to show why the wetland alteration is necessary for this project and why there are no 
alternatives to avoid or minimize wetland impactsI and also how the wetland significance to the interest of 
the act can be replicatedK phe stated the commission needs to think about thisK 
 
jrK maul jcjanusI from bcoqech stated the wetlands had been delineated and jrK qruax asked him to 
go and take a look last weekK ee agreed with jsK eershey that this is a discretionary request to the 
commissionI and also that under the Act there are T criteria which would have to be satisfiedK jrK 
jcjanus stated he is confident they can be metI but they are not ready as of yetK As he presented the plan 
jrK jcjanus discussed wetlands function and values and the proposed replication area which he stated 
would have a stronger wetland hydrologyI and would cause very little disturbance to accessK jrK 
jcjanus stated in terms of function and value he has concluded this replication area exceeds the 
functions and values of the existing isolated wetlandK mhotographs he took were presented to the 
commission for reviewK jrK jcjanus stated he is aware a multiJyear monitoring plan would be neededI 
but this is the first cut at looking at itK 
 
jsK eershey read from the regulations and stated her question is to whether the wetlands can be avoidedI 
and can alterations be minimizedK 
 
jrK jcjanus stated this is up to the commission to considerI not every wetland is the same and that is 
why there is discretionK  
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jsK tatson stated that in her research she has read that TNB of replications failK phe stated there is a 
reason that wetland is there and if it can be left asJis that is what she wants 
 
jrK aisirgilio concurs and does not see the need to move it 
 
jrK qurner stated he was glad to have the presentation but is unsure as to what would be gained by 
eliminating the isolated wetlandK ee is pleased with the sewer line 
 
jsK ayer stated she also is not in favor of moving the wetlandK phe discussed the sizing of the NO” pipe 
and whether increasing the size would restore that wetland 
 
jrK jcjanus stated it would not make a difference 
 
jrK tiley stated he is not in favor of filling the wetlandK qhe selection of area for replication is already a 
nice wooded areaK By removing what is there now what would be in its place 
 
jrK jcjanus stated the intent is to work around a few of the bigger trees and add a variety of native 
wetland shrubs 
 
jrK tiley asked what would go in the area where the wetlands would be filled 
 
jrK jcjanus stated upland speciesI and that a planting plan would be developedK 
 
jrK tiley stated he is not in favor of it 
 
jrK qruax and jrK metrozzie agreed that if the board isn’t in favor of it they won’t proceed and will keep 
the filing as isK 
 
jrK qruax stated they have moved the road over as they said they would at the last hearing and have made 
improvements on both iot O and iot SK qhey are comfortable with that decision 
 
jrK tiley asked for questions or comments from the audience 
 
jsK eershey stated she does not have a draft lrder of Conditions written and will write one and address 
the detention basinK phe feels comfortable closing the mublic eearing tonight and the board can discuss 
special conditions and  sign the lrder next meeting 
 
js. ayer made the motion to close the mublic eearing 
jr. aisirgilio seconded the motion 
soteW R-M-M 
ClosedW VWOR 
 
The commission discussed an lrder of Conditions will be drafted this week and voted at the next 
meeting on April OPI OMNS. The revised plans dated PLOOLNS will be the final plan 
 
 ClkT. mrBifC ebAofkd 
klTfCb lc fkTbkT Aka iAka afpTroBAkCb mbojfT 
NMM bij pT 
abm# PNR-NNMM 
 
lpenedW VWPM 
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jrK tiley read the advertisement from the talpole qimesK  qhis eearing was opened cebruary NMI OMNS 
and continued several times at the applicants request 
 
jrK tiley read a new comment from the qown bngineer into the record dated PLOPLNS 
 
jrK aavid jackwellI of helly bngineering was present with applicants iori qambone and jichael 
janzoI and jrK gohn Ankiewicz of Ankiewicz bngineering 
 
oevised plans and comment letter had been submitted for the commission to reviewI dated 
jarch VI OMNS 
 
jrK jackwell stated the comment letter submittedI dated PLNRLNS is a response letter to questions 
and comments the commission and qown bngineer had at the last meetingK 
 
jrK jackwell gave an overview of the application before the boardK ee stated they are dealing 
with contamination issuesI and the proposed environmental remediation is necessary as the plan 
is for a mixed use retailLresidential developmentK A separate filing will be necessary for thisK jrK 
jackwell discussed the cleanJup that will occur and showed on the revised plan the drainage 
system replacement proposal as there was contamination found in the drain pipesI  and plans to 
build a sediment and detention pondK  jrK jackwell stated two buildings are being demolishedI 
and discussed tracking pads and the location for the construction trailer and storage area put 
aside for gravelK jrK jackwell there is ptmmm detail shown on another sheetK jrK jackwell 
stated their ipm will coordinate if a dewatering plan is needed and oversee any other 
contamination issues; most of which is oilK ee stated a concern of the commission was the roofI 
and whether there was contamination on the rooftopK qhey have found the roof is in good shapeK 
jrK jackwell also stated the use of drains from previous operations will be discontinuedK  
 
jsK eershey stated she is satisfied the applicant has answered the questions the commission and 
qown bngineer hadK 
 
jrK aisirgilio asked about construction debris and would it be taken off site 
 
jrK jackwell said it will be and will be coordinated with the amtK ee stated gravel will be 
brought in to keep the grounds level; eventually they will come back to the commission in order 
to reJpaveK qhey are temporarily removing RMIMMM sqKftK  paved areaK 
 
jrK qurner discussed concerns with runoff from the sediment pond and what will be done to 
collect oil before it goes into the keponset 
 
jrK jackwell stated there will not be a lot of runoff as they are taking pavement outK ee 
discussed the drainage system and the large sump installed will be there to collect it 
 
jrK AnkiewiczI of Ankiewicz bnvironmental discussed contamination issues and his review of 
the propertyK ee acknowledged the longJstanding environmental concerns and the proposed 
cleanJup practice at the site of which an ipm will overseeK jrK Ankiewicz stated the soils will all 
be analyzed in accordance with jassabm guidelinesK 
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jsK ayer asked the question posed by the qown bngineer regarding how they determine the amount of 
soil contamination 
 
jrK jackwell stated it is determined by boringI monitoring wells and test pitsK qhey neglected to address 
that issue in their reportK 
 
js. ayer made the motion to close the mublic eearing for the kotice of fntent and iand 
aisturbance permit 
jr. aisirgilio seconded the motion 
soteW R-M-M 
ClosedW VWRT 
 
qhe commission discussed boiler plate conditionsK A preJconstruction hearing shall be held prior to the 
demolitionI the site shall be maintained in stable condition until the development is approvedI and dust 
control and erosion controls shall be implementedK 
 
js. ayer made the motion to issue an lrder of Conditions with special conditions and iand 
aisturbance mermit 
jr. aisirgilio seconded the motion 
sote- 4-M-N 
 
buTbkpflkp 
 
fkarpTofAi oa. #NU 
abm# PNR-URM 
 
js. ayer made the motion to approve and issue a one-year extension for NU fndustrial od. 
jr. aisirgilio seconded the motion 
soteW R-M-M 
 
tfkTbo bpTATbp prBafsflk 
abm# PNR-UUV 
 
js. ayer made the motion to approve and issue a one-year extension for tinter bstates 
pubdivision 
jr. aisirgilio seconded the motion 
soteW R-M-M 
 
CboTfcfCATb lc CljmifAkCb 
 
prjjbo pt. #PPR ECommerford’s CornerF 
abm# PNR-VNO 
 
js. ayer made the motion to approve and issue a Certificate of Compliance with on-going special 
conditions once the lrder of Conditions has been recorded 
jr. aisirgilio seconded the motion 
soteW R-M-M 
 
jfkrTbp 
 
jarch VI OMNS 
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jr. aisirgilio made the motion to approve the jinutes for jarch VI OMNS 
js. ayer seconded the motion 
soteW P-M-O Ejr. tiley and js. tatson abstainedF 
 
klTfCb lc klk CljmifAkCb 
 
kloTeofadb cAoj prBafsfpflk abm# PNR-VV4 
lijpTba bpTATbp – abm# PNR-NMSO 
 
jsK eershey stated kotice of konJCompliance letters were sent out to the Applicants and bngineers 
regarding issues with the detention basin which is not draining properly and conflicts with calculationsK 
phe stated the information will be coming by April NMI OMNSI prior to the next conservation commission 
and will be discussed thenK 
 
BlAoa CljjbkTp 
 
mlanning Board – OMNS ppring qown jeeting Article – the commission has no comment 
 
woning Board of Appeals J sacant iand of mleasant ptK – A iand aisturbance filing for this property has 
been submitted to the Conservation Commission and is on the Agenda for April NPI OMNS 
 
woning Board of Appeals – TN mocahontas pqK – ko comments 
 
woning Board of Appeals – serizon tireless Antenna 8R ooute lne – qhe commission has no comment 
 
CloobpmlkabkCb 
 
The following correspondence was discussed and available for reviewW 

· obC- tater jain oeplacement iincoln od. And Alice Ave 
· jbjb and aCo letter 
· AjbC coster theeler – mhase s jonitoring report – NMM keponset pt. 

 
 
jr. aisirgilio made the motion to adjourn 
js. tatson seconded the motion 
soteW R-M-M 
ClosedW  NMWPM  
 
 
 


